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Adriana Trigiani, the New York Times bestselling author of the blockbuster epic
The Shoemaker's Wife, returns with her biggest and boldest novel yet, a hypnotic
tale based on a true story and filled with her signature elements: family ties,
artistry, romance, and adventure. Born in the golden age of Hollywood, All the
Stars in the Heavens captures the luster, drama, power, and secrets that could
only thrive in the studio system—viewed through the lives of an unforgettable
cast of players creating magic on the screen and behind the scenes.

In this spectacular saga as radiant, thrilling, and beguiling as Hollywood itself,
Adriana Trigiani takes us back to Tinsel Town's golden age—an era as brutal as
it was resplendent—and into the complex and glamorous world of a young
actress hungry for fame and success. With meticulous, beautiful detail, Trigiani
paints a rich, historical landscape of 1930s Los Angeles, where European and
American artisans flocked to pursue the ultimate dream: to tell stories on the
silver screen.

The movie business is booming in 1935 when twenty-one-year-old Loretta
Young meets thirty-four-year-old Clark Gable on the set of The Call of the Wild.
Though he's already married, Gable falls for the stunning and vivacious young
actress instantly.

Far from the glittering lights of Hollywood, Sister Alda Ducci has been forced to
leave her convent and begin a new journey that leads her to Loretta. Becoming
Miss Young's secretary, the innocent and pious young Alda must navigate the
wild terrain of Hollywood with fierce determination and a moral code that
derives from her Italian roots. Over the course of decades, she and Loretta
encounter scandal and adventure, choose love and passion, and forge an enduring
bond of love and loyalty that will be put to the test when they eventually face the
greatest obstacle of their lives.
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Anchored by Trigiani's masterful storytelling that takes you on a worldwide ride
of adventure from Hollywood to the shores of southern Italy, this mesmerizing
epic is, at its heart, a luminous tale of the most cherished ties that bind. Brimming
with larger-than-life characters both real and fictional—including stars Spencer
Tracy, Myrna Loy, David Niven, Hattie McDaniel and more—it is it is the
unforgettable story of one of cinema's greatest love affairs during the golden age
of American movie making.

Praise for All the Stars in the Heavens:

"Trigiani spins a tale of star-crossed lovers... A heartwarming tale of women's
lives behind the movies." - Kirkus Reviews

"A thoroughly entertaining tale that brings Hollywood's golden age alive."
-People

"A tinsel-trimmed treat for movie buffs and Trigiani fans alike." -Library Journal
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Adriana Trigiani, the New York Times bestselling author of the blockbuster epic The Shoemaker's Wife,
returns with her biggest and boldest novel yet, a hypnotic tale based on a true story and filled with her
signature elements: family ties, artistry, romance, and adventure. Born in the golden age of Hollywood, All
the Stars in the Heavens captures the luster, drama, power, and secrets that could only thrive in the studio
system—viewed through the lives of an unforgettable cast of players creating magic on the screen and
behind the scenes.

In this spectacular saga as radiant, thrilling, and beguiling as Hollywood itself, Adriana Trigiani takes us
back to Tinsel Town's golden age—an era as brutal as it was resplendent—and into the complex and
glamorous world of a young actress hungry for fame and success. With meticulous, beautiful detail, Trigiani
paints a rich, historical landscape of 1930s Los Angeles, where European and American artisans flocked to
pursue the ultimate dream: to tell stories on the silver screen.

The movie business is booming in 1935 when twenty-one-year-old Loretta Young meets thirty-four-year-old
Clark Gable on the set of The Call of the Wild. Though he's already married, Gable falls for the stunning and
vivacious young actress instantly.

Far from the glittering lights of Hollywood, Sister Alda Ducci has been forced to leave her convent and
begin a new journey that leads her to Loretta. Becoming Miss Young's secretary, the innocent and pious
young Alda must navigate the wild terrain of Hollywood with fierce determination and a moral code that
derives from her Italian roots. Over the course of decades, she and Loretta encounter scandal and adventure,
choose love and passion, and forge an enduring bond of love and loyalty that will be put to the test when
they eventually face the greatest obstacle of their lives.

Anchored by Trigiani's masterful storytelling that takes you on a worldwide ride of adventure from
Hollywood to the shores of southern Italy, this mesmerizing epic is, at its heart, a luminous tale of the most
cherished ties that bind. Brimming with larger-than-life characters both real and fictional—including stars
Spencer Tracy, Myrna Loy, David Niven, Hattie McDaniel and more—it is it is the unforgettable story of
one of cinema's greatest love affairs during the golden age of American movie making.

Praise for All the Stars in the Heavens:

"Trigiani spins a tale of star-crossed lovers... A heartwarming tale of women's lives behind the movies." -
Kirkus Reviews

"A thoroughly entertaining tale that brings Hollywood's golden age alive." -People



"A tinsel-trimmed treat for movie buffs and Trigiani fans alike." -Library Journal
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Editorial Review

Review
“Trigiani spins a tale of star-crossed lovers... A heartwarming tale of women’s lives behind the movies.”
(Kirkus Reviews)

“Trigiani is a master of palpable and visual detail.” (Washington Post)

“If you’re meeting her work for the first time, get ready for a lifelong love affair.” (Kathryn Stockett, author
of The Help)

“Delightful, energetic. . . . Trigiani is a seemingly effortless storyteller.” (Boston Globe)

“The author’s impeccable research and lush writing style recreates a plausible day-to-day look into the
actress’s life as a staunch Catholic living and working in Hollywood... Eminently readable and richly
imagined, Trigiani’s latest will thrill her fans and surely collect new ones.” (Publishers Weekly)

“Trigiani re-creates the golden age of Hollywood with the same rich, sumptuous detail that distinguished The
Shoemaker’s Wife. Her ability to breathe life into the luminous cast of characters will captivate readers, then
have them scouring Netflix for film classics of the 1930s. A tinsel-trimmed treat.” (Library Journal)

Trigiani gives heart to the facts and fiction of Hollywood, and in doing so she brings life to characters we’ve
only known from the motion pictures, TV screen and radio. Her book is fiction, but the story is universal.
(Clarion-Ledger (Jackson, MS))

From the Back Cover

The New York Times bestselling author of the blockbuster epic The Shoemaker’s Wife returns with her
biggest and boldest novel yet—a spellbinding tale based on a true story and filled with her signature
elements: family ties, artistry, romance, and adventure.

The movie business is booming in 1935 when twenty-one-year-old Loretta Young meets thirty-four-year-old
Clark Gable on the set of The Call of the Wild. Though he’s already married, Gable falls for the stunning and
vivacious young actress.

Far from the glittering lights of Hollywood, Sister Alda Ducci has been forced to leave her convent and
begin a new journey that leads her to Loretta. Becoming Miss Young’s secretary, the innocent and pious
young Alda must navigate the wild terrain of Hollywood with fierce determination and a moral code that
derives from her Italian roots. Over the course of decades, Alda and Loretta encounter scandal and
adventure, choose love and passion, and forge an enduring bond of love and loyalty that will be put to the
test when they face the greatest obstacle of their lives.

Trigiani paints the glorious historical landscape of 1930s Los Angeles where European and American
artisans flocked to pursue the ultimate dream: to tell stories on the silver screen. Trigiani’s masterful
storytelling takes us on a worldwide ride of adventure, from Hollywood to Italy, in a mesmerizing epic that
is at its heart a luminous tale of the most cherished ties that bind. Brimming with larger-than-life characters
both real and fictional—including stars Spencer Tracy, Myrna Loy, David Niven, Hattie McDaniel, and



others—All the Stars in the Heavens is the unforgettable tale of one of cinema’s greatest love affairs during
the heyday of American moviemaking.

About the Author

Adriana Trigiani is beloved by millions of readers around the world for fifteen bestsellers, including the
blockbuster epic The Shoemaker's Wife; the Big Stone Gap series; Lucia, Lucia; the Valentine series; the
Viola series for young adults; and the bestselling memoir Don't Sing at the Table. Trigiani reaches new
heights with All the Stars in the Heavens, an epic tale from the golden age of Hollywood. She is the award-
winning filmmaker of the documentary Queens of the Big Time. Trigiani wrote and directed the major
motion picture Big Stone Gap, based on her debut novel and filmed entirely on location in her Virginia
hometown, to be released nationwide on October 9th, 2015. She lives in Greenwich Village with her family.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Jerry Hernandez:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want something
to explain what you problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy particular person? If you don't
have spare time to complete others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have spare time? What
did you do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that question simply because just
their can do that. It said that about book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is right. Because start from
on jardín de infancia until university need that All the Stars in the Heavens: A Novel to read.

Dan Williams:

The book All the Stars in the Heavens: A Novel will bring one to the new experience of reading any book.
The author style to explain the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book you just read, this book
very suitable to you. The book All the Stars in the Heavens: A Novel is much recommended to you you just
read. You can also get the e-book in the official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Sharon Chacko:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our understanding for everything. By a book we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every
year ended up being exactly added. This guide All the Stars in the Heavens: A Novel was filled about
science. Spend your time to add your knowledge about your research competence. Some people has several
feel when they reading some sort of book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can sense
enjoy to read a reserve. In the modern era like currently, many ways to get book that you just wanted.

George Bolin:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book was rare? Why so



many concern for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people
likes examining, not only science book and also novel and All the Stars in the Heavens: A Novel or even
others sources were given understanding for you. After you know how the truly great a book, you feel desire
to read more and more. Science book was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those guides are
helping them to increase their knowledge. In other case, beside science book, any other book likes All the
Stars in the Heavens: A Novel to make your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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